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our goal with all this is to assist humanity in it's transition from third to fourth and fourth to fifth
dimensional experiences. for humanity to survive and thrive on earth in the next 20 years, it is
important to use the new principles and understandings that we are sharing with others. therefore,
we wish to help humanity to develop its collective consciousness, not only individually, but also
through it's collective consciousness. we are here for this planet, to work with the physicality, in
order to aid the soul and light bodies in the transition to fourth and fifth dimensional experience. by
studying the symbols and lights of the past cycles, we have found that before the dawn, they would
be lights that would shine in the darkness, just before the dawn. these lights would represent pure,
crystal clear, love and compassion. as such, it is our hope that if there is enough consciousness that
awakens, that this information may be shared widely. we intend to use our spiritual/energetic skills,
vibrationally and organically, to guide the world to a new dawn. through our website at
www.sunshinebteadawn.com we are offering a new curriculum for shamanic training called the
sunshine curriculum for shamans and people on the spiritual path. along with our educational efforts,
we are also offering to hold retreats and events for people to experience the new dawn from an
energetic point of view. the keynote for all of this is the supernatural blue, and our intention is to
offer all classes and retreats around a consciousness support system. we have learned that many of
the past cycles have experienced a complete collapse due to the powers that have lied, cheated,
and manipulated the consciousness of this world.
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how we respond to this emerging news is ultimately up to us. as the truth unfolds, we can choose to
believe it, keep an open mind, or believe that we are living in an alternate universe. or we can

choose to set the record straight. it is our choice. i have chosen to set the record straight by writing
a book about the latest claims of a poem being written by this woman, ann landers. sunshine before
the dawn since moving to the united kingdom, essayenya has also been used for a new educational
video series called sunshine before the dawn about the power of ideas and energy as they relate to

global change and the future of our planet. the sunshine before the dawn book is published by
karmic press in the usa. sunshine before the dawn: comes with all the artwork and embellishments
included, plus a user's manual. you can purchase a copy in the karmic press store. it is believed to

have been written & published in the 1940s and possibly translated by an american translator
collaborating with borges from 1967 to 1972. at that same time, borges began to prolifically lecture
at american colleges which might also explain how the poem was introduced to people in america. it
must also be noted that the poem was published in the spanish book para que nunca lo olviden by
barrie sanford greif (paperback december 29, 1999) and was cited as anonymous, and it has also

been attributed to yamira hernandez of colombia, since it is argued that it does not match the style
of borges. thus, there is no conclusive evidence as to whom exactly is the author of this poem you

learn/after a while/comes the dawn! 5ec8ef588b
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